Extrageniculostriate vision in humans: investigations with hemispherectomy patients.
Residual vision was assessed in the blind hemifield of one hemispherectomized and one partially hemispherectomized patient, using an interval two alternative forced choice detection task. Fixation instabilities were controlled by retinal stabilization. In both patients, residual vision was found in the hemianopic field close to the vertical meridian. This residual vision is largely confined to a band not wider the 3 degrees, but there is a local region in each patient where it extends more than 3 degrees from the meridian. However, more than 6 degrees from the vertical meridian we found no indication of residual function in either patient. Within the band of spared vision, subjects are aware of stimuli and can perform simple shape discriminations. Visual acuity profiles argue against an explanation based on eccentric fixation. Explanations based on the retino-tectal pathway or on retinal naso-temporal overlap are possible.